
Hello Year 6! 

Try these challenges. 

If you get the first 10 answers correct and bring them with you to your 

first French lesson, you could win a prize. If you can showcase a skill 

from Challenge 11, there will also be a reward.

Good luck! Bon courage!

BONJOUR LA FRANCE



Can we find France on the map?  

Is it near where we are at school?



Here is the French flag.



This is Paris.  It is the capital city of 

France.  This big river is called the Seine.

Challenge 1: What is the name of the boats which are used for tourists on the Seine? 



These are 

famous 

buildings that 

you will see in 

Paris.



This is the Eiffel tower.  

It is the most famous 

landmark in Paris.

Challenge 2: Who built the Eiffel tower? Why? When?



Each year in France 

there is a famous 

cycle race called the 

Tour de France.

Challenge 3: What colour shirt does

the leader of the race wear?



France have a 

good football 

team.

Challenge 4: What is the nickname of the

National French Football Team?



A castle in France is called a château.

Challenge 5: What is the famous château in Versailles called? Who built it?



France has many vine 

yards where they 

grow grapes.

The grapes are 

used to make 

wine.  

Challenge 6: Can you name 5 Famous French wines?



In each town there 

are patisseries so you 

can get bread and 

cakes.  Yum!

Challenge 7: Can you name 4 famous French

sweet dishes?



Have you been on holiday to France?  Lots 

of people do go their on holiday.  In 

summer it is warm and there are lots of 

beaches to visit.

Challenge 8: Can you name a popular holiday region in France? Which things 

is that region famous for?



In winter there are 

lots of places to 

go skiing in 

France.

Challenge 9: What is the French word for ski slope?

Which mountain ranges are in France?



France is famous for its 

cheese, perfume and 

cars.

Challenge 10: Can you name two famous French

perfume makers?/ two French car brands?/

two French cheeses? 



Challenge 11:

Can you use these links to a/ learn the French alphabet

b/ count to 20 or 100?

c/ learn at least 5 colours in French?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsEz58

BblMY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnrTrb

J6mYs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LYy3P

2okyw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

4kNeFGBAcw
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